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Abstract
I evaluate how the Optional Practical Training (OPT) extension for STEM graduates impacts 
enrollment decisions of international students into STEM fields in the United States. Using 
high-quality administrative data on higher education enrollment in Ohio, I find that the OPT 
extension increases the likelihood of international students’ enrollment in STEM fields. I also 
examine whether the extension of OPT affects degree completion. The results indicate that there 
is a higher probability of completion after the extension. Overall, these results suggest that OPT 
has the potential to change the skill composition of students in higher education and can also be a 
solution to the STEM shortage in the labor market.
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1. Introduction
Labor market opportunities have long been recognized as a driving force in international students’ 
mobility, and empirical evidence on their movement to higher-income countries lends its support 
for this hypothesis (Suter and Jandl, 2006; Rosenzweig, 2008; She and Wotherspoon, 2013). 
Obtaining a degree from the United States is even more important for international students, who 
consider higher education as a bridge to longer-term employment in the country. However, one of 
the constraints in entering the labor force is the difficulty of obtaining a temporary employment 
visa—an H-1B visa—which is a nonimmigrant visa that allows firms in the United States to spon-
sor and employ workers to work in specialized occupations. When H-1B quotas became stricter in 
2004, the Optional Practical Training (OPT) evolved to become an even more important channel 
for students to enter the labor market. 

OPT is a temporary employment authorization that allows international students, or more accu-
rately, students with an F-1 immigrant status, to work in a job that is related to their major (US 
Citizenship and Immigration Services, 2022). The key to this program is that international 
students can participate in the labor market without changing their nonimmigrant status. In 2008, 
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) extended the OPT period from 12 months to an 
additional 17 months for students who earned a degree in STEM fields. The DHS designates 
programs to be considered STEM fields for the purposes of the OPT extension, and in 2012 it 
expanded the list of STEM fields to include more programs. In 2016, the extension for STEM 
graduates was further extended from the additional 17-month period to a 24-month period. 
International students now have up to three years to use the OPT. 

Because of these changes, OPT has come under greater scrutiny. The extension of OPT for STEM 
graduates has prompted many debates, including a lawsuit that challenges its validity (Washington 
Alliance of Technology Workers v. US Department of Homeland Security, 2015) and a proposal 
by the previous Trump administration to suspend it. Proponents of stricter immigration policies 
argue that the program “increase[s] the number of economic competitors” and “expose[s] [domestic 
workers to] unfair competition,”  (Washington Alliance of Technology Workers v. US Department 
of Homeland Security, 2015) while opponents contend that the OPT extension helps the United 
States remain competitive in the global market as employers face increasing difficulty recruiting 
and retaining high-skilled workers. 

Additionally, from academic institutions’ perspectives, OPT has been an essential incentive for 
international students’ enrollment, and with falling enrollment in recent years, there is increased 
apprehension that restrictions on OPT will further affect enrollment (US Senate Committee on 
Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions, 2007). These discussions underscore the importance of 
understanding the implication of changes—whether it is expansion, restriction, or suspension—to 
OPT. Moreover, using administrative data from the Student and Exchange Visitor Information 
System, Demirci (2019) shows that approximately 72 percent of international students in his 
sample use their OPT after completing their degree, and the proportion is even higher for students 
who complete their degree in fields that are eligible for the OPT extension. While it is well docu-
mented that the extension increases the likelihood of international students staying in the United 
States, less is known on the impact of its extension on schooling choices. 
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In this paper, I consider how the OPT extension affects the schooling decisions of international 
students. Specifically, I evaluate how the extension affects the enrollment decisions of interna-
tional students into STEM fields in the United States and whether it has an impact on degree 
completion. 

This study aligns with several other studies that show how sensitive enrollment in academic insti-
tutions is to immigration policy (Kato and Sparber, 2013; Shih, 2016). Since the OPT extension 
also inadvertently causes a more open labor market, and given that international students’ enroll-
ment decisions are highly responsive to the labor market climate, the extension can incentivize 
their enrollment in STEM fields (Bound et al., 2013).

Using exogenous variation in the timing of the OPT extension, I use a difference-in-differences 
approach to first compare the likelihood of international students enrolling in STEM fields before 
and after the extension. To account for the trend in labor demand for STEM graduates as well as 
general economic conditions for STEM occupations in the United States, I use domestic students 
as a control group. I also examine the change in the composition of international students who are 
induced to study STEM fields in the United States after the extension. 

To implement the analysis, I use unique, administrative data from the state of Ohio that covers the 
universe of students enrolled in public higher education from 2004 to 2015. The longitudinal data 
follow multiple cohorts of students in each field of study, making it possible to track how academic 
outcomes evolve for individual students before and after the extension. I find that the OPT exten-
sion increases the likelihood of international students’ enrollment into STEM fields. In particular, 
there is a 1.8 percentage point (5.2 percent) increase in the enrollment into STEM fields for bach-
elor’s programs and a 0.6 percentage point (1.1 percent) increase for master’s programs. Doctoral 
programs see a smaller and statistically insignificant increase in the enrollment of STEM fields. 

This study joins a small but growing strand of literature that examines the effect of OPT. 
Amuedo-Dorantes, Furtado, and Xu (2019) use multiple waves of National Survey of College 
Graduates to examine changes in the propensity of having a STEM degree. They document an 
overall increase of 18 percent in the propensity of holding a STEM degree for individuals who 
enter the United States with a student visa. Because of the nature of their data, their sample only 
includes college graduates who remained after graduation and are living in the United States at 
the time of the survey. As discussed by the authors, it is likely that in addition to the policy effect, 
part of the effect they find is mechanical due to the decrease in return migration among STEM 
graduates following the OPT extension. My study is complementary to theirs since I can direct-
ly observe international students while they are enrolled in school. This provides a more direct 
measure of the OPT extension for STEM degrees on international students’ major choice, espe-
cially among students who do not remain in the United States. 

In a related study, using international students in non-STEM fields as their control group, 
Amuedo-Dorantes, Shih, and Xu (2022) examine the effect of the policy reform on the institution-
al totals of international students in STEM fields as well as the quality of the students. They find 
larger effects for enrollment into STEM fields as well. With their control group, they can account 
for the general trend that international students face. However, there is a concern that individuals 
in their control group are affected by the OPT extension as well. If international students who 
would have studied non-STEM majors are induced to study STEM majors after the extension, it 
can cause an upward bias. I provide an alternative approach in my study by using domestic students 
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in STEM fields as a control group. In doing so, I circumvent the issue of substitution bias, which 
I also show is a potential threat with my results. This is not to say that the control group I use 
is without any limitations. Mixed evidence on the relationship between academic performance 
and immigrant share does not help rule out the possibility that international students crowd out 
domestic students in their enrollment (Betts and Lofstrom, 2000; Orrenius and Zavodny, 2015; 
Shih, 2017; Anelli, Shih, and Williams, Forthcoming). 

Another concern is that domestic and international students might not be perfect substitutes in 
the labor market and may compete for very different occupations or industries. However, inter-
national students who are induced to enroll in STEM fields are likely motivated by the increased 
labor market opportunity in the United States. These individuals are also likely candidates for 
H-1B employment after their OPT ends. Since employers who recruit H-1B workers must take 
necessary steps to recruit domestic workers for those positions, it implies that international 
students and domestic students are close substitutes for the labor market. 

My findings are also subject to some qualifications imposed by the scope of my data. Because all 
the institutions I study are Ohio public universities, my results do not reflect how international 
students may be drawn to other states in the United States, and the effect of the OPT extension 
may induce more significant changes to enrollment and completion in those places. As shown in 
both closely related studies, Amuedo-Dorantes, Furtado, and Xu (2019) and Amuedo-Dorantes, 
Shih, and Xu (2022), the authors find a larger effect of the OPT extension on enrollment. While 
I do not face issues like a decrease in return migration and substitution bias, the results from my 
analysis may not be generalized to the whole nation. That said, it is reassuring that the estimated 
effect for Ohio is smaller than the effect found for the whole nation. Additionally, the academic 
institutions in Ohio, which include very selective universities and less selective universities, do 
provide a close representation of the landscape in the United States. Furthermore, while California 
and New York host the most international students in the United States, Ohio ranks eighth in the 
country for states with the most international students (Duffin, 2023).

My study also extends on Amuedo-Dorantes, Shih, and Xu’s (2022) study in examining student 
quality. They use types and amount of financial aid received as well as selectivity of the attended 
institutions as proxies for student quality. They find that students are more likely to receive exter-
nal funding and enter more selective academic institutions. Like them, I do not have information 
on preenrollment indicators on quality (i.e., SAT or GRE scores). However, I can capitalize on the 
individual- and term-level information on GPA provided by my data. Using first-term GPA as the 
next best measure for students’ academic quality, I find that, after accounting for school quality 
and other school differences, the average quality of international students who study STEM fields 
in the undergraduate program is lower after the extension, while the average quality is higher for 
those in graduate programs. I further differentiate my study from previous research by examining 
international students’ responses to the OPT extension when DHS expanded the list of STEM 
fields to include more programs in 2012. Consequently, my study provides the first evidence of 
international students substituting from existing STEM fields into newly added STEM fields that 
qualify for the OPT extension in later years. Among those who substitute, they are in the left tail 
of the ability distribution.

While the change in policy induces an increase in enrollment into a STEM program, it is less 
clear what the completion rate is like. Several studies in the literature on college completion stress 
the role of uncertainty and show that learning about schooling ability has accounted for college 
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attrition (Altonji, 1993; Arcidiacono, 2004; Altonji, Arcidiacono, and Maurel, 2016; Arcidiacono, 
Aucejo, and Hotz, 2016). In addition to the typical risk of overestimation in ability, there could 
potentially be a mismatch between international students and STEM programs. The mismatch 
hypothesis posits that individuals who enroll in academic institutions because of affirmative action 
will be adversely affected if their academic preparedness is lower than the rest of the typical cohort 
(Sander, 2004). Even though the OPT extension is not equivalent to an affirmative action and 
does not affect academic institutions’ admission decisions, it does affect students’ decision to apply 
to programs that they might not necessarily consider before the policy reform, much like recipients 
of affirmative action. Given that studies have shown mixed evidence on the mismatch hypothesis 
depending on the context on which it is tested (Cortes, 2010; Arcidianoco, 2012; Arcidianoco, 
2016; Bleemer, 2022), it is important to test how the OPT extension affects beneficiaries’ rates of 
completion in STEM degree programs. 

To study the impact on completion rates in STEM degree programs, I leverage the same exoge-
nous variation to estimate the effect of the OPT extension on international students’ probability 
of completing a STEM degree program. Even though international students who enroll in STEM 
fields after the extension are, on average, of lower ability, I find that there is a higher probability 
of completing a bachelor’s degree by year three after the extension: a 0.7 percentage point (5.9 
percent) increase. The increase in the completion rate comes from an increase in the hazard rate of 
completion in year three after enrollment. There is also a 1.3 percentage point (7.6 percent) and a 
3.4 percentage point (11 percent) increase in completion rates (by year two and year five) for both 
master’s degrees and doctoral programs, respectively. Overall, I find an estimated positive effect 
of the OPT extension on the likelihood of enrolling and completing a STEM degree program. 
The increase in enrollment in response to the OPT extension suggests that international students 
place a large value on having a longer work experience in the United States after graduating. These 
results lend a better understanding on how labor market outcomes affect their major choice. 

In addition to factors such as expected earnings (Arcidiacono, Aucejo, and Spenner, 2012; 
Arcidiacono, Hotz, and Kang, 2012; Beffy, Fougere, and Maurel, 2012; Wiswall and Zafar, 2015), 
ease of labor market entry is also another dimension that students consider. Additionally, given 
the growing importance of STEM fields, this study relates to the literature that examines deter-
minants of STEM participation and retention (Ehrenberg, 2010; Kokkelenberg and Sinha, 2010; 
Rask, 2010; Wang, 2013; Sovero, Buchinsky, and Baird, 2021). Within the literature, there is a 
strand that studies the participation of underrepresented groups in STEM. Those various factors 
range from school research budgets (Griffith, 2010) to the presence of role models (Hoffmann and 
Oreopoulos, 2009; Price, 2010; Bostwick and Weinberg, 2018) to grade sensitivity (Ost, 2010). 
In contrast, this study focuses on the international student population and considers immigration 
policy as a determinant for participation and persistence in STEM majors.

2. Institutional Background
International students who attend an academic institution in the United States have several 
options after they graduate. First, they can leave the country. Second, they can transfer to another 
academic program to continue their studies or can change to a different nonimmigrant status. Last, 
students can use their OPT. The last option is a 12-month training period that allows interna-
tional students, or, more accurately, students with an F-1 nonimmigrant status, to enter the labor 
market without changing their nonimmigrant status. The employment, however, must relate to 
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their field of study. Even though they can also use OPT (precompletion) during their educational 
program, I focus on OPT (postcompletion) that students use after they graduate from their respec-
tive institutions.

To enter the labor market, international students can use the second option and acquire an H-1B 
status. With an H-1B visa, students can work up to three years with the option to be extended to 
a maximum of six years at the sponsoring firm.1 However, obtaining an H-1B visa is not without 
its challenges. In addition to finding an employer that is willing to sponsor their H-1B petition, 
there is an annual visa cap and visas are awarded on a lottery basis when oversubscribed. Since 
OPT does not require a change in academic status to participate in the labor market, international 
students have had a significant barrier to employment removed. The value of the feature is even 
more apparent for both international students and employers when Congress opted not to extend 
the increase in H-1B visas in 2004.2 OPT, on the other hand, does not have a cap on the number 
of approvals nor does it require sponsorship by employers. Individuals on OPT can switch to any 
employment as long as it is related to their field of study. Simply put, OPT provides an opportuni-
ty to obtain working experience in the United States without having to undergo the H-1B petition 
and its nuances. 

The opportunity—for on-the-job experience, training, and professional networks—would serve 
as an invaluable experience for a new graduate, especially for international students who want to 
secure long-term employment in the United States. The 12-month period can be used to find a 
better match with employers as students can also gain firm-specific training, making them a better 
candidate for employers to sponsor them for an H-1B visa. Analogously, firms can use OPT as a 
screening period for international students before committing to the process of sponsorship. On 
April 8, 2008, when the OPT period was extended from 12 to 29 months for STEM fields, both 
the opportunity for work experience and the window for transitioning lengthened significantly for 
STEM graduates. Students can now work up to 29 months, and for those whose H-1B petition 
are not selected, they can remain at their current employment and their employers can file their 
petition for as long as their OPT is valid. This provides a time buffer for international students to 
be able to continue in employment until their H-1B petition is selected. Depending on when the 
students graduate, STEM graduates have multiple chances to submit their petition. 

On May 11, 2012, the DHS expanded the list of STEM fields to include more majors. All the 
fields that qualify for the STEM OPT extension involve “research, innovation, or development of 
new technologies using engineering, mathematics, computer science, or natural sciences (including 
physical, biological, and agricultural sciences)” (Homeland Security Department, 2021). Students 
who graduate from fields like “econometrics and quantitative economics” and “pharmaceutical 
sciences” now qualify for the 17-month extension as well. For the sake of clarity in this paper, I 
classify the fields of studies into three categories—traditional STEM fields, newly added STEM 
fields, and non-STEM fields—in which students can complete their degree. The classification 

1 While workers using H-1B visas have a maximum of six years at the sponsoring firm, they can stay on by switching their status from 
an H-1B worker to being a permanent resident if the firm also successfully sponsors their green card application for them. Also, note 
that higher education institutions, nonprofit organizations, and government research organizations are exempt from the annual cap.
2 When Congress opted not to extend the increase in H-1B visas, the annual allocation became 65,000 H-1B visas and an additional 
20,000 for workers with advanced degree from the United States. Since then, the H-1B cap has been often binding every year and the 
program is oversubscribed. For instance, the filing period, which begins on April 1 before the start of each fiscal year on October 1, has 
been reached significantly earlier each year. In fact, for fiscal year 2008, the cap was reach on April 2, 2007—the first business day for 
filing, and the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) actually received more than twice the number of the approved cap. 
Once the filing period is closed, USCIS will then randomly select from the petitions that were filed during the acceptance period.
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follows how the DHS designates degree programs into STEM fields. Majors that are designated 
by the DHS as STEM fields before 2012 are categorized as traditional STEM fields, while majors 
that are included as STEM fields in 2012 are categorized as newly added STEM fields. All majors 
excluded from the list of STEM fields are then non-STEM fields. In 2016, the OPT extension for 
STEM graduates changed from 17 months to an additional 24 months.

3. Conceptual Framework
As discussed in the previous section, there are many benefits to the OPT extension for interna-
tional students who wish to enter the labor market in the United States, such as the increase in the 
length of time to obtain training and the probability of securing both long-term employment and a 
working visa. Given the change in the benefit of obtaining a STEM degree from the United States, 
theory predicts that enrollment into a STEM degree program should increase. There are two 
margins in which students will be induced to study this degree in the United States, and depend-
ing on which margin is more responsive to the policy change, the average quality of international 
students changes accordingly.3 

The first margin is made up of students who would have studied STEM fields in other countries 
but are induced to study in the United States after the 2008 extension. The 2008 extension can 
increase quality if low-ability STEM international students have a very low probability of find-
ing permanent employment even without the extension. Hence, the low-ability students are not 
induced by the extension to enter the United States, and the OPT extension would only have an 
effect on high-ability students. One the other hand, the extension could decrease quality if low- 
STEM international students now see it as an opportunity for longer firm-specific training, which 
would make them a better candidate for permanent employment. In this case, these low-ability 
students are induced to apply to the United States, lowering the average ability of international 
students studying STEM fields. On this margin, the effect of the extension on average ability of 
international students in STEM fields is ambiguous.

The second margin consists of international students who would have studied non-STEM majors 
in the United States and are now induced to study a STEM field. There is an unambiguous decline 
in the average quality of international students studying STEM for this margin after the extension. 
Individuals differ in STEM ability, and occupations differ in wage premiums. Studies have shown 
that undergraduate degrees are concentrated in particular occupations and there are heterogene-
ity in earnings across fields (Black, Sanders, and Taylor, 2003; Ransom and Phipps, 2010; Altonji, 
Kahn, and Speer, 2014). Following the canonical Roy model (1951), individuals select their field 
of study based on their individual expectation of their own abilities and characteristics of the 
labor market. If all else is equal, high-ability STEM international students would then select into 
STEM fields since there is a higher wage premium in STEM-related occupations. 

Furthermore, when the OPT period was extended for STEM graduates, it induced non-STEM 
international students who are in the higher distribution in STEM ability to select STEM fields. 
Even though the marginal students who are induced to select into traditional STEM majors are 
positively selected from non-STEM fields, the average ability of marginal students is lower than 

3 I adapt Kato and Sparber’s (2010) theoretical model of international students’ migration decision when considering international 
students who apply to schools in the United States to study STEM fields based on the perceived labor market prospects upon 
graduation.
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the average ability of international students, who are the always takers of STEM fields. This leads 
to a decrease in the average ability of international students in STEM fields. While I am unable to 
differentiate between the two margins of international students who would be induced to pursue a 
STEM degree after the extension, this thought experiment provides an important framework as I 
analyze international students’ selections into different types of STEM fields.

To expand on the discussion on the selection into different types of STEM fields, I use the 
classification of the field of study—traditional STEM fields, newly added STEM fields, and 
non-STEM fields—which I have introduced in the previous section. When the DHS expanded the 
list of designated STEM degree programs in 2012 to include fields that rely heavily on analytical 
and quantitative skills (but are otherwise listed as non-STEM fields before 2012), it follows that 
newly added STEM fields are positively correlated with traditional STEM fields in STEM skills. 
For example, within the broad category of economics, “econometrics and quantitative economics,” 
which requires a stronger application of mathematical and quantitative skills, is the only major 
selected to be included as STEM fields over other majors like “economics, general” or “devel-
opment economics and international development.” This would imply there is a higher comple-
mentary in STEM skills between newly added STEM fields like “econometrics and quantitative 
economics” and traditional STEM fields compared to a non-STEM field like “English language 
and literature.” Hence, it follows that international students who would have otherwise chosen to 
study fields such as “pharmaceutical sciences” as well as “econometrics and quantitative economics” 
(that were still listed as non-STEM fields in 2008) would be prime candidates to select into tradi-
tional STEM fields when OPT was extended in 2008.

Given that the additional fields that qualify for the OPT extension provide comparable marginal 
benefits to students, it is important to consider how this reform can potentially change students’ 
behavior. Similar to the earlier discussion, the margins in which students will be induced to study 
newly added STEM fields are (1) students who have studied newly added STEM field in other 
countries but are induced to study in the United States after the extension and (2) students who 
would have studied a non-STEM field in the United States but are now induced to study a newly 
added STEM field. However, there is a third margin to consider. When the fields (newly added 
STEM fields) qualified for the OPT extension in 2012, marginal students who would have been 
induced to select a traditional STEM field would then substitute back to these fields. This means 
that students who were prime candidates for the 2008 extension and would have otherwise chosen 
fields like “econometrics and quantitative economics” will now substitute to those fields when 
they quality for the extension in 2012. In my analysis, I distinguish between traditional and newly 
added STEM fields to examine the potential substitution of international students from tradi-
tional STEM fields into newly added fields that qualify for the OPT extension. I also account for 
the composition change of international students after the extension. I then test for change in the 
distribution of the ability of international students in the different fields.

While the enrollment rate for traditional STEM programs should increase after the OPT exten-
sion, its effect on the degree completion rate is unknown ex-ante. Even if individuals weigh the 
costs and benefits before choosing field of studies that maximize their welfare, they can only 
decide based on their expectation of their abilities, and there is always a risk of overestimation 
as well as the potential mismatch in inherent ability and field of study as previously discussed. 
Coupled with the potential change in the ability distribution of international students in STEM 
fields (both traditional and newly added STEM fields), the effect of the OPT extension on the 
level of realized rate of completion in STEM degree programs is ultimately an empirical question. 
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4. Data
My main source of data is a unique, administrative data set on higher education enrollment from 
the state of Ohio, which is made available to researchers by the Ohio Education Research Center.4 
The nature of the administrative data set provides a large sample size and detailed information 
about individuals. This includes international students who enroll in undergraduate and graduate 
programs at one of the 13 public four-year universities in Ohio. Because there was a structural 
policy change in H-1B, I restrict the data to students who enroll in years after 2004. International 
students who choose to study in the United States after 2004 are potentially different from the 
students who study in the United States before the implementation of the visa caps, and this could 
potentially confound the estimates. 

The sample includes data of students enrolled from 2004 to 2015. The data include information 
on students’ demographic characteristics such as year of birth, gender, race/ethnicity, and citizen-
ship status. They also include term-level information on admissions, enrollment, program of study, 
and credentials earned. Because my analysis also considers the length of time and the pathway of 
the student’s education, I restrict my sample to first-time degree-seeking students for their level 
of education. In particular, for undergraduate students, I do not consider transfer students, and 
for the PhD program, I do not consider master’s students who continue on in the same institution 
for their doctoral degree after obtaining their graduate degree.5 The sample is then drawn from 
806,422 first-time degree-seeking students. 

To study enrollment into traditional or newly added STEM fields, I indicate the field of stud-
ies that individuals enroll into in their first term in graduate programs. As for undergraduate 
programs, I define an indicator variable for whether the student ever declared a traditional or 
newly added STEM field throughout their schooling period. For my analysis on enrollment, I use 
person-level data, where the outcome of interest is an indicator of students’ enrollment into STEM 
fields. This approach provides the averages of enrollment rates in STEM fields. Table 1 shows the 
basic descriptive information on the analysis sample, and each panel shows the characteristics for 
different levels of degree. Panel A shows the sample for students in the bachelor’s program sample, 
which makes up 75 percent of the total sample, while panels B and C show the sample for students 
in the master’s degree and doctoral program sample, which consists of 23.5 percent and 1.5 percent 
of the total sample, respectively. 

Across the degree levels, there are mostly more female domestic students enrolled compared to 
international students. International students also tend to be older than domestic students in the 
undergraduate level, but that relationship switches at the graduate level. Table 1 also indicates 
the share of students entering traditional STEM and newly added STEM fields for the different 
level of programs. It is not surprising that international students make up a larger proportion of 
students enrolling in traditional STEM fields, and the share is even more significant in the gradu-
ate program. However, it is interesting that the share of international students is more comparable 

4 The Ohio Longitudinal Data Archive (OLDA) is a project of the Ohio Education Research Center (oerc.osu.edu) and provides 
researchers with centralized access to administrative data. The OLDA is managed by the Ohio State University’s Center for Human 
Resource Research (chrr.osu.edu) in collaboration with Ohio’s state workforce and education agencies (ohioanalytics.gov), with those 
agencies providing oversight and funding. For information on OLDA sponsors, see http://chrr.osu.edu/projects/ohio-longitudinal-data-
archive.
5 Typically, graduate students who continue to pursue a doctoral degree after obtaining their master’s complete the program sooner than 
the typical student who enters the program as a doctoral student. Note that these students will still be in the sample for the master’s 
program.

http://www.oerc.osu.edu/
https://chrr.osu.edu/
http://www.ohioanalytics.gov/
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in newly added STEM fields for both bachelor’s and master’s programs. Another important point 
to note about the low rate of completion rate is that the sample is drawn from students who enroll 
from 2004 to 2015. The seemingly low rate of completion is driven by students who enroll in later 
years and may not have completed their degree rather than by a high dropout rate. 

While the estimated averages for enrollment rates is useful for reporting and policy purposing, 
using the same strategy to examine completion rate sometimes mask the dynamic nature of the 
education process as well as the importance of understanding the path toward degree completion 
(Singer and Willett, 1993, 2003). Since I can observe each individual student each term starting 
from their enrollment year, I track students’ dropout and graduation occurrence. In doing so, I can 
provide a better understanding of international students’ path toward completing their STEM 
degree program using this person-period-level data. The unit of observations for my analysis to 
study the completion of degree is the schooling spell for each student enrolled in a program, with 
the outcome of interest an indicator for whether that spell ended during the time period under 
observation. The schooling spell ends when the student completes their chosen degree—a tradi-
tional STEM, newly added STEM, or non-STEM—for their program level; I denote this school-
ing spell as “Tenure.” 

Each student has a separate record in each year of their tenure in school before completing 
their degree. For example, a student who completes their traditional STEM degree in four years 
from the time of enrollment would have four separate records of “Tenure,” where each record of 
“Tenure” would have the value of one to four, respectively. The first three records of “Tenure” (row 
1–3) will have “0” associated with the outcome of interest and “1” for the fourth row of “Tenure.” 
If students begin a new program after completing their initial degree, I consider them to be a new 
unit of observation. Tables A1 and A2 show the proportion of students who complete traditional 
and newly added STEM degrees, respectively, by each year since enrollment for all program levels.

5. Empirical Approach
To identify the causal impact of the OPT extension on enrollment into traditional STEM fields, I 
use a difference-in-differences strategy where I exploit the random timing of the OPT extension. 
Specifically, I estimate a model of the following form:

    y  ifsct   = α + γF  1  i   +  λ   08  Post  08t      +  φ   08  (F  1  i   • Post  08t     ) +  λ   12  Post  12  t   

    +  φ   12  (F  1  i   • Post  12  t  )  +  βX  i   +  χ  f   +  χ  ft  +  χ  c  +  χ  ct   +  ε  ifsct  ,   (  1 )     

where   y  ifsct    reflects enrollment into major field f that is categorized as a traditional STEM field s 
for student i at school c in year t.   F1  i    is an indicator variable for being an international student (has 
an F1 visa status), while   Post08t       is another indicator variable equal to one if the OPT extension 
has been passed during year t of student i’s enrollment. The interaction term    (    F1  i   • Post  08  t   )     is the 
interaction between the international student dummy and the posttreatment dummy. As previ-
ously discussed, because of the high complementary in skills between traditional and newly added 
STEM fields, I account for the possibility of students being drawn away from STEM fields to 
newly added STEM fields when they qualify for the extension in later years. Like  Post  08  t   ,  Post  12  t    
is an indicator variable, but it is equal to one if student i is enrolled in year t when the newly added 
STEM field qualifies for the OPT extension. By including  Post  12  t    and   (F  1  i   • Post  12  t  )  , I account 
for the possibility of international students being drawn away from traditional STEM fields to 
newly added STEM fields.
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I control for individual-level characteristics such as age at enrollment and gender, which are repre-
sented by the vector   X  i   . To account for differences across fields as well as unobserved field-specific 
changes over time, I include both field fixed effects,   χ  f   , and field-by-year fixed effects,   χ  ft   . I do 
the same to alleviate the concern of differences in school quality and unobserved school-specific 
changes over time by including school fixed effects,   χ  c   , and school-by-year fixed effects,   χ  ct   .6 The 
coefficient of interest is   φ   08  , which shows the difference-in-differences estimates of the OPT 
extension’s effect on enrollment in traditional STEM fields.

The ideal experiment to identify the OPT extension’s impact would be to randomly assign the 
extension to international students. Without the random assignment in the OPT extension for 
students, this model uses domestic students as the counterfactual group. The key assumption of 
this strategy is that both international and domestic students would follow the same time trend in 
absent of the treatment and would have parallel trends in their decision to major in and complete 
traditional STEM degrees and newly added STEM degrees in the absence of the OPT exten-
sion in 2008. Even if this policy extension is a result of increased demand from the science and 
tech industries, there are no reasons to think that international and domestic students would be 
responding differently to the labor demand before the OPT extension. To test for this assumption, 
I plot an event study to examine the pretrends for both the control and treatment group for each 
level of programs. 

To study completion, I use the longitudinal aspect of the data set to map out the effect of the 
policy extension throughout students’ schooling spell in a program. To analyze how the policy 
extension affects students’ enrollment in the school from one year to the next, I estimate the equa-
tion below:

     y  ifsct   = α + μ Tenur e  it   + δ  (Tenur e  it   •F  1  i  )   +  θ   08   (Tenur e  it   • Post  08  t   ′ )  
   +  θ   12  (Tenur e  it   • Post  12  t   ′ )   +  γ   08   (Tenur e  it   • F  1  i   • Post  08t     ′ ) 
   +  γ   12  (Tenur e  it   • F  1  i   • Post  12  t   ′ )   + π  X  i   +  χ  i  F1 +  χ  f   +  χ  f  F1  +  χ  ft  +  χ  c  

   +  χ  c  F1 +  χ  ct   +  ε  ifsct  ,   (  2 )     

where   y  ifsct    is an indicator variable for whether student i completes a major f that is categorized as 
a STEM field s at school c in year t.  Tenur e  it    specifies the separate record in the time period t that 
student i is at risk of completing the outcome of interest. As specified before,   F1  i    is an indica-
tor variable for being an international student, and     (  Tenur e  it   • F1i      )     is the interaction term for   F1  i    
and  Tenur e  it   .  Post  08  t   ′   is an indicator variable equal to one if the OPT extension is in effect while 
student i is in matriculation in year t.7   (Tenur e  it   • Post  08t     )   is then the interaction term of  Post  08  t    
and  Tenur e  it   , while   (Tenur e  it   • F  1  i   • Post  08  t  )   is the interaction term of  Tenur e  it   ,   F1  i   , and  Post  08  t   . By 
including   (Tenur e  it   • Post  12  t  )   and   (Tenur e  it   • F  1  i   • Post  12  t  )  , I account for the possibility of interna-
tional students being drawn away from STEM fields to newly added STEM fields.

6 There may be a concern that with many high-dimensional fixed effects included simultaneously, there would be insufficient remaining 
variation in the enrollment of students into different fields. For example, when the model includes field fixed effects, it controls for 
differences across fields such as the difficulty level that is constant for every field. When field-by-year fixed effects are included, it 
accounts for unobserved field-specific changes over time such as the increasing popularity of computer science over time. However, this 
is not an issue in practice because there are many idiosyncratic forces determining the enrollment choices of both international and 
domestic students. 
7 For example, a student who is enrolled in year 2006 and remains enrolled in year 2009 would have Post08t’=0 for year 2006 and 2007 
and Post08’ = 1 for year 2008 and 2009.
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Like equation 1, I control for individual-level characteristics,   X  i   . Because there are differen-
tials in the gender and age of international and domestic students who choose to pursue STEM 
fields as shown in table 1, I also include an interaction of   χ  i    with being an international student, 
defined by   χ  i  F1  . I include both field fixed effects,   χ  f   , and field-by-year fixed effects,   χ  ft   , to account 
for differences across fields as well as unobserved field-specific changes over time. I also include 
field-by-international student fixed effects,   χ  f  F1 ,  to account for the types of international students 
in different fields. I do the same to alleviate the concern of differences in school quality, unob-
served school-specific changes over time, and selection of international students into different 
schools by including school fixed effects,   χ  c   , school-by-year fixed effects,   χ  ct   , and school-by-interna-
tional student fixed effects   χ  c  F1  .

This approach allows me to compare the pre- to post-2008 change in the probability of complet-
ing a traditional STEM degree program for international students, conditional on them being in 
school the year before. This is otherwise known as the change in the hazard rate, which is captured 
by the coefficient of interest,   γ  t  08  . Because   γ  t  08  is estimated for every school period, it shows the 
change in the probability of completing a traditional STEM degree program in tenure t, condi-
tional on the student enrolled in school in tenure t–1. In other words, I estimate the impact of the 
OPT extension on international students’ hazard rate of completing a traditional STEM program 
relative to domestic students. The approach is thus a difference-in-differences hazard model. In 
addition to measuring the impact of the OPT extension, it also allows me to assess of how the 
policy affects the cumulative probability of completion and facilitates decomposing the total prob-
ability of completion into a series of persistence probabilities at each year of one’s program.

This analysis also relies on the assumption that the OPT extension is not correlated with any 
other unobservable influencing the graduation rate for international students. An example of a 
violation of this assumption might be the appointment of a department faculty to recruit interna-
tional students into STEM fields while enacting other changes to improve the new international 
students’ outcomes (but not those international students who already chose the STEM major). 
However, the possibility of faculty members enacting changes that would improve outcomes only 
for new entrants but not for students who have already chosen STEM is highly unlikely, especial-
ly since faculty members would not be able to differentiate between students who would always 
choose STEM majors and those who are induced to choose the major.

In my conceptual framework, I discuss the potential difference in the quality and types of inter-
national students who are induced by the policy extension to enroll in academic institutions in 
the United States to pursue a STEM degree. To examine this hypothesis, I estimate equation 2 
including an interaction of school-by-year fixed effects with the international student status,   χ  ct  F1  . If   
γ   08   from equation 2 does not change with the inclusion of   χ  ct  F1  , then it implies there is no change in 
the types of students. However, if changing the quality of students is positively correlated with the 
probability of completing a STEM degree program, then there will be an upward bias in the esti-
mated   γ   08   from equation 1. Analogously, if lower-ability students are induced to enter the program, 
then I would have underestimated the size of the effect in   γ  t  08  .

As a further test, I employ a difference-in-differences approach in examining the effect of OPT 
extension on the average quality of international students in STEM fields. Since I do not have 
information on preenrollment indicators on quality (i.e., SAT or GRE scores), I use first-term 
GPA as the next best measure for students’ academic quality. I use the same specification in equa-
tion 1 to compare the average academic quality of international students who enroll in academic 
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institutions in the United States for STEM degree programs before and after the extension. The 
model specification is as follows:

   GP A  ict   = α + ρ F  1  i   +  δ   08  Post  08  t   +  μ   08  (F  1  i   • Post  08  t  ) +  δ   12  Post  12  t   

     +  μ   12   (F  1  i   • Post  12  t  )  +  σX  i   +  χ  f   +  χ  ft  +  χ  c  +  χ  ct   +  ε  ict  ,   (  3 )     

where   GPA  ict    reflects the first-term GPA for student i at school c in year t. Again, I control for 
individual-level characteristics such as age at enrollment and gender, which are represented by 
the vector   X  i   . Like equation 1, I include both field fixed effects,   χ  f   ; field-by-year fixed effects,   χ  ft   ; 
school fixed effects,   χ  c   ; and school-by-year fixed effects,   χ  ct   . The coefficient of interest is   μ   08  , which 
shows the difference-in-differences estimates of OPT extension effect on first-term GPA.

6. Results

6.1. Effects of OPT Extension on Enrollment in a STEM Program

Before discussing the results from equation 1, I will present the event study that examines the 
difference-in-differences estimates for the probability of enrolling in a traditional STEM degree 
program by year for each level of program. Figure 1, panel (a) shows the event study for bachelor’s 
degrees. The omitted year for these analysis is the year 2007, one year before the policy is in place. 
It is reassuring that the plots from the first five years leading up to the policy in 2008 are close to 
zero. This indicates that the pretrends for both the control and treatment group are very similar. 
Figure 1, panels (b) and (c) show the event study for graduate programs, but the figures look to be 
a little imprecise to have a clear understanding of the effect of the OPT extension.

Table 2 presents the estimated effect of the OPT extension on the probability of international 
students’ enrollment into traditional STEM fields. The coefficient of interest for “International 
by post ’08” in column 1 is estimated from the model specification in equation 1 for bachelor’s 
degrees. There is an increase of 1.8 percentage points (5.2 percent) in the enrollment into tradi-
tional STEM fields for international students after the extension. To examine the potential substi-
tution from traditional STEM fields into newly added STEM fields when they qualify for the 
OPT extension, I estimate equation 1 without accounting for the policy change in 2012 in column 
2. When comparing the coefficient of interest for “International by post ’08” in columns 1 and 2, it 
is interesting to note that the coefficient is larger in magnitude in column 1 than in column 2. The 
change in the magnitude of coefficient suggests that international students in the undergraduate 
level are substituting away from traditional STEM majors to newly added STEM majors when the 
fields qualify for the extension in 2012.

In column 3, the result shows a positive increase in the enrollment of international students in 
the master’s program. Specifically, there is an increase of 0.6 percentage points (1.1 percent) in 
the enrollment into traditional STEM fields for international students after the extension. The 
coefficient for “International by post ’08” in column (5) shows there is a 0.3 percentage point (0.5 
percent) increase in enrollment for PhD programs, but it is statistically insignificant. Although 
the results suggest there is a positive increase in the enrollment of international students in the 
graduate programs, I do not observe a similar change for international students in the substitution 
to newly added STEM majors when they quality for the extension. This may be because it is more 
difficult to switch fields at the graduate level. The results, however, are statistically insignificant, 
and I do not have the precision for any conclusive inferences. 
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Amuedo-Dorantes, Furtado, and Xu (2019) examine the effect of the OPT extension on the 
propensity of holding a STEM degree for individuals who first enter the United States with a 
student visa. They document about a 4 percentage point increase (10.2 percent), though statistical-
ly insignificant, for bachelor’s degrees and a statistically significant increase of 16 percentage point 
(33 percent) for master’s degrees. My finding is similar in direction of the effect, but my point 
estimates are much smaller. There are a few theoretical possibilities of why my findings differ, 
which the authors discuss as well. First, their results are subject to selective outmigration. Because 
they focus on a selected sample of international students, they cannot distinguish if the extension 
induces students to study STEM fields or if it just enables STEM degree graduates to prolong 
their stay in the United States while on their student visa, which can explain the much larger effect 
found. Because my data include information on students’ choices while they are still enrolled in 
school, I avoid such concerns. Surprisingly, they find a negative effect of 20 percentage points (50 
percent) on the likelihood of doctoral graduates to hold a STEM degree.

The second reason could be the control group they use in their analysis. Their comparison group 
are individuals who enter the United States with a permanent visa or working visa (H-1B) before 
returning to pursue higher education. It is important to note that individuals with a permanent 
visa do not face similar constraints when searching for employment, where they are essential-
ly considered as domestic. More importantly, individuals who enter with a H-1B visa are legally 
required to switch to a student visa to enroll in an academic institution, which would underes-
timate any effect found. This could be the reason why they find a negative effect of the doctoral 
program, while I find a positive effect.

The different control group used in Amuedo-Dorantes, Shih, and Xu (2022) could also poten-
tially explain the difference in point estimates. Their specification uses international students in 
non-STEM fields (primarily business majors) as their control group. Again, it is reassuring to 
find that my results are similar in terms of direction, but they also find a larger effect than mine. 
Their result shows that the OPT extension increases international student enrollments in bache-
lor’s programs by 18 percent and master’s programs by 30 percent. The difference in my findings 
is not surprising as different control groups are being used. However, as discussed by the authors 
and also evidenced by my findings, there is a concern of substitution from non-STEM majors to 
STEM majors as a response to the policy reform. This could lead to an upward bias in their esti-
mates. While the authors minimize such concerns by primarily using international students in 
business majors as their control group, part of the magnitude of their results could potentially still 
be attributed to international students in business majors substituting into STEM majors.

Since the results in table 3 provide some evidence of international students in the undergradu-
ate level substituting into newly added fields when they qualify for the OPT extensions in 2012, 
I further test this hypothesis by estimating the effect of the OPT extension on enrollment into 
newly added STEM fields using the same specification in equation 1. Given that newly added 
STEM fields do not qualify for the extension in 2008, I do not expect any positive estimates 
for “International by post ’08.” The results for the estimation for bachelor’s, master’s and PhD 
programs are shown in table 3, and as expected, the coefficients for “International by post ’08” are 
all nonpositive in magnitude. Even though the coefficients on “International by post ’12” are not 
statistically significant to reject that the effect is different from zero, a visual inspection of figure 
2 provides some suggestive evidence of an overall upward trend for enrollment into newly added 
STEM fields after 2012, especially for bachelor’s degrees as shown in panel (a).
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6.2. Effects of OPT Extension on the Completion of STEM Program

The evidence on compositional changes for the types of international students in traditional 
STEM fields is more apparent when examining the results for completion in these fields. More 
importantly, I can exploit the rich longitudinal aspect of the data set to study the pathway to 
degree completion for international students. Table 4 presents the effect of the OPT extension on 
the hazard rate of completing traditional STEM degree programs for international students in the 
undergraduate level. Namely, the coefficients of “Tenure by international by post ’08” in column 1 
show the difference-in-differences estimates of the probability of completing a traditional STEM 
major in each respective tenure, conditional on international students not declaring the major the 
year before. 

To fully understand the dynamics of substitution into newly added STEM fields, I also estimate 
equation 2 without accounting for the policy change in 2012. Table 4, column presents the results. 
International students in undergraduate programs have a negative risk of completing a tradition-
al STEM degree program throughout their schooling years after the extension. In column 1, the 
hazard rate is slightly less negative when the effect of newly added fields qualifying for OPT 
extension is accounted for. A less negative, or, analogously, a more positive, hazard rate in column 
1 implies that the risk of completing a traditional STEM degree program is larger when compared 
to column 2. When newly added STEM majors qualify for the extension in 2012, international 
students substitute to those fields. Since the remaining students are the ones who are more likely 
to complete their degree compared to those who substituted, this suggests that lower-ability inter-
national students are substituting into newly added STEM major when the fields qualify for the 
extension in 2012.

In columns 3 and 4, I explore the possibility of a compositional change in the types of internation-
al students who enroll in academic institutions after the extension. These columns are analogous 
to columns 1 and 2, but they are estimated with an inclusion of school-by-international-by-year 
fixed effects to allow for the differential effect for international and domestic students by the 
school and year of enrollment. The estimates for “Tenure by international by post ’08” in columns 
3 and 4 become more positive compared to columns 1 and 2, and they also differ from each other 
in the same direction as columns 1 and 2, whereby the estimates in column 3 is more positive than 
column 4. I focus on column 3 as it is the most comprehensive in its controls. Relative to domestic 
students, international students have a slightly higher risk of completing their traditional STEM 
degree programs after the extension in 2008. 

Even though the results are not statistically significant, it is still helpful to illustrate the findings 
in column 3 to understand the path toward degree completion for both domestic and international 
students. Figure 3, panel (a) shows the graphical form of the difference-in-differences analysis of 
the hazard rate for both international and domestic students. As previewed in table 3, the share 
of traditional STEM degree program is lower after the extension, and the hazard function of 
both domestic and international students shows a similar relationship. In figure 3, panel (a) the 
dashed lines plot the hazard rate for each year, postextension; for both international and domestic 
students, the dashed lines are lower than the preextension lines. While domestic students have a 
lower risk of completing the traditional STEM degree program compared to international students 
throughout the schooling spell, the more significant period is in the third year after enrollment. 
International students have a positive risk of completing the degree in this third year, while 
domestic students only face a high risk of completing after the fourth year. After the extension, the 
decrease in the hazard rate is also the smallest in the third year for international students. 
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Figure 3, panel (b) shows the corresponding estimates of the OPT extension effect on the hazard 
rates for completing traditional STEM programs for international students. Note that the figure 
also plots the coefficient estimates for “Tenure by international by post ’08” from column 3 of table 
3. For further clarity, I trace the path toward degree completion by showing the probability of 
completion before and after the extension for both domestic and international students in figure 
3, panel (c). Figure 3, panel (d) shows the difference-in-differences estimates of the probability by 
each year, and shows that international students have a 0.7 percentage point increase in complet-
ing the traditional STEM degree program by the third year after the extension.8 This is about a 6 
percent increase from the probability in completion rates for international students. 

Using the same empirical approach, I examine the OPT extension on the completion of master’s 
and PhD degrees in traditional STEM fields. The results from both tables A3 and A4 show that 
the effect of OPT extension is positive for master’s and PhD degrees, respectively, after account-
ing for the compositional change in the types of international students as well as the potential 
substitution into newly added STEM fields. Since master’s programs are usually two years long, it 
is not surprising that international students are at the greatest risk of completing their degree in 
the second year. It is also the year that records a positive hazard rate. While the effect of the OPT 
extension is less obvious for bachelor’s degrees, its effect for master’s programs is significant. In 
figure 4, panel (a), it is apparent that, conditional on not completing in the first year, international 
students are more likely to complete the degree in the second year after the extension. Panels (c) 
and (d) show there is a 7 percentage point increase in the probability of completing a traditional 
STEM degree program for international students after the policy change.

The largest effect the OPT extension has, however, is on the PhD program. Figure 5, panel 
(c) shows that the probability of international students completing a traditional STEM degree 
program throughout the schooling spell increases after the extension, where the highest risk of 
completion is in the fifth year since enrollment. This relationship is seen in panel (d), where the 
highest peak in probability is in the fifth year at around 0.034. Compared to the completion rate of 
international students before the extension, the increase in the probability is about 11 percentage 
points. In figure 5, panel (a), after the extension, the hazard rate for international students decreas-
es after the fifth year. Simple interpreting the hazard rate, this means that, conditional on not 
graduating by the fifth year, international students now have a low risk of completing the degree.

Similar to understanding the enrollment of international students in newly added STEM fields, 
I use equation 2 to study the completion of newly added STEM programs. The results for the 
estimation for bachelor’s, master’s, and PhD programs are in tables A5, A6, and A7, respectively. 
The point estimates for “Tenure by international by post ’08” are either negative or close to zero. 
Furthermore, the coefficients on “Tenure by international by post ’12” provide more evidence of the 
response in major choices to the OPT extension. As newly added STEM degree programs qualify 
for the extension, there is a positive hazard rate in the later years for international students pursu-
ing bachelor’s degree and PhD degrees, and the hazard rate for the second year of master’s degrees 
is also positive.

8 While I restricted the sample to students who enroll in the institution as first-year students, I cannot observe if they enter with 
transfer credits from preuniversity programs. This could potentially explain how students take less than four years to complete their 
bachelor’s degree. Additionally, students can maximize on the full credit hours per semester to complete their degree in less than four 
years. 
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Panel (a) in figure 6 plots the estimated effect of newly added STEM degrees in bachelor’s degrees 
qualifying for the OPT extension in 2012 on the hazard rate for international students relative 
to domestic ones. The solid line shows that the risk of completing newly added STEM degrees 
increases after the third year when the fields qualify for the OPT extension. For ease of compar-
ison, as well as a check, I also plot the hazard rate for the completion of newly added STEM 
degrees for students who were enrolled in school before and after 2008. The dashed line shows that 
there is no effect of the 2008 OPT extension on the probability of international students complet-
ing newly added STEM degrees. In fact, the hazard rate is close to zero for the first four years and 
starts declining after. 

In figure 6, panel (b), I show the result for master’s degrees. While the effect of newly added 
STEM fields qualifying for the OPT extension is very small in magnitude, the general pattern 
does show that the hazard rate increases in the second year. Furthermore, the small change induced 
by the qualification of the OPT extension in the second year for students enrolled after 2012 
is slightly more apparent when compared with the declining rate of the hazard function, which 
models the 2008 change. The hazard function in figure 6, panel (c) shows a steady increase in risk 
of completing newly added STEM degrees for PhD degree after the fourth year of enrollment, and 
there is a sharp increase after the sixth year. These results suggest that newly added STEM degrees 
in PhD programs qualifying for the OPT extension in 2012 have a positive effect on the probabil-
ity of completion. However, there is an unexpected rise in the hazard rate in the fourth year after 
the 2008 OPT extension. Since newly added STEM programs did not quality for 2008 change, 
there should not be any effect of the OPT extension. However, other than the fourth year, it is 
reassuring the hazard rates are mostly zero or negative.

6.3. Effects of OPT Extension on Average Quality of International 
Students in STEM Programs

Last, I provide more direct evidence of changes in the quality of international students who enroll 
in academic institutions in the United States for traditional STEM degrees after the policy exten-
sion. Given how the hazard rate changes after accounting for potential compositional changes in 
international students who enroll after the extension, I further examine the differential in quality 
and types of international students. Using first-term GPA as a proxy for students’ academic qual-
ity, I estimate equation 3 and compare the average academic quality of international students who 
enroll in STEM degree programs before and after the extension. 

Table 5 shows the effect of the OPT extension on the first-term GPA for international students 
who enroll in a traditional STEM program after the OPT extension for all the levels of program. 
The coefficient of interest for “International by post ’08” in column 1 indicates that the OPT 
extension leads to a statistically significant decline of 3.66 percentage points in first-term GPAs 
for international students pursuing a bachelor’s degree. This suggests that lower-ability students 
are induced into majoring in traditional STEM programs after the OPT extension. When I 
account for the newly added STEM programs qualifying for the extension in 2012, the coefficient 
of interest increases by 4.69 percentage points. This result is consistent with the evidence from 
thhe earlier analysis of table 3, where among international students in traditional STEM fields, 
lower ability students are substituting into newly added STEM majors.
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For graduate programs, however, international students who are induced to study a traditional 
STEM field after the extension are in the right tail of the ability distribution. In columns 4 and 6, 
the coefficient of interest shows an increase in the first-term GPA after the OPT extension, albeit 
statistically insignificant for the master’s degree. In addition, when accounting for the newly added 
fields in 2012, the coefficient of interest in both columns 3 and 5 shows a larger magnitude for the 
increase in first-term GPA when compared to columns 4 and 6, respectively. Here, both coefficient 
of interests are statistically significant. These results show that while higher-ability international 
students are selecting themselves into traditional STEM degree program after the extension, those 
who are on the left tail of that distribution substitute themselves into the newly added STEM 
fields when they qualify for the extension in 2012. 

As a robustness test, I estimate equation 3 for the newly added STEM programs. Table 6 shows 
the estimated results. The coefficient for “International by post ’08” in columns 2, 4, and 6 show a 
statistically insignificant value, and they are close to zero for master’s and PhD degrees. This is not 
surprising as these fields were only included as STEM fields in 2012, and students who choose to 
study those fields in 2008 will not benefit from the policy change. For this reason, the coefficient 
of interest for these fields is for “International by post ’12.” In column 1, there is a negative coef-
ficient of 0.13 for first-term GPAs for international students in bachelor’s degree programs. This 
means that lower-ability students are induced to study newly added STEM fields after they qualify 
for the OPT extension in 2012. I observe a similar relationship for both master’s and PhD degrees, 
where they show a decrease of 1.18 percentage points and 1.04 percentage points, respectively. 

7. Conclusion
This study provides insight to the effect of OPT extensions on international student enrollment 
in STEM programs and their completion rates. I show that the OPT program is an effective tool 
to increase enrollment in STEM fields in higher education, especially at the undergraduate level. 
I find that international students are 1.8 percentage points (5.4 percent) more likely to enroll in 
traditional STEM fields after the extension. I find that international students are 6 percent more 
likely to complete a bachelor’s degree in traditional STEM fields after the OPT extension, while 
the increase in master’s degrees and PhD degrees are 7 percent and 11 percent, respectively.

The results also consider the potential substitution of international students into newly added 
fields, which qualify for the extension in later years, as well as the potential compositional changes 
in the types of international students who enroll into academic institutions after the policy exten-
sion. I also explore how average academic quality changes for international students who were 
induced to choose STEM degrees after the extension, and I find a decline in the average first-term 
CGPA. Further analysis suggests that international students who are induced into STEM degree 
programs are international students who would have chosen the fields that eventually qualify for 
the extension in 2012. 

These results also provide evidence that international students choose specific majors in accor-
dance with their comparative advantage. Since the marginal benefit of a STEM degree program 
increases, international students in fields that have a high complementary in skills would now 
select into STEM fields. The decrease in the average quality of international students in STEM 
fields also aligns with the Roy model as marginal students who are induced to choose a STEM 
degree program are higher-ability international students in fields that eventually qualify for exten-
sion who are now the lower-ability students in STEM degree programs.
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From a policy perspective, my study provides insight to the effect of OPT extensions. Given the 
growing concern that the United States is falling behind other countries in both the production 
of STEM degree programs and the competitiveness in the STEM workforce, having a better 
understanding on how international students respond to changes in immigration policies can help 
address STEM shortages in both academia and the labor force (National Academy of Sciences, 
National Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine, 2007). My results imply that inter-
national students do value work experience in the United States and make their schooling deci-
sions on that dimension. Policies that restrict their ability to gain work experience will adversely 
affect their higher education enrollment in the US. These implications should be taken into 
consideration as policymakers consider suspending the OPT program.
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Appendix: Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Event Study: Enrollment in Traditional STEM Program
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Note: Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment).
All regressions include field fixed effects, field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects.
Regressions are also clustered at the degree program level.
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Figure 2. Event Study: Enrollment in Newly Added STEM Program
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Note: Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment).
All regressions include field fixed effects, field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects.
Regressions are also clustered at the degree program level.
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Figure 3. Hazard Function and Probability of Completing Traditional STEM Degree by Year since Enrolled for
Undergraduate Level

Hazard Function (Completing Traditional STEM Degree)
(a) Hazard Function before and after OPT Extension (b) Difference-in-Difference Hazard Function

Probability of Completing Traditional STEM Degree by Year
(c) Before and after OPT Extension (d) Difference-in-Difference

Note: Estimated hazard and survivor probabilities are based on the specification of column 3 in table 3. Panel (a) shows the hazard
separately for domestic and international students pre- and postextension. Panel (b) shows the difference-in-differences hazard rates
that correspond to panel (a). Panel (c) shows the probability of completing the degree separately for domestic and international
students pre- and postextension, while panel (d) shows the corresponding difference-in-differences estimates for the probability.
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Figure 4. Hazard Function and Probability of Completing Traditional STEM Degree by Year since Enrolled for
Graduate Level (Master’s Level)

Hazard Function (Completing Traditional STEM Degree)
(a) Hazard Function before and after OPT Extension (b) Difference-in-Difference Hazard Function

Probability of Completing Traditional STEM Degree by Year
(c) Before and after OPT Extension (d) Difference-in-Difference

Note: Estimated hazard and survivor probabilities are based on the specification of column 3 in table A4. Panel (a) shows the hazard
separately for domestic and international students pre- and postextension. Panel (b) shows the difference-in-differences hazard rates
that correspond to panel (a). Panel (c) shows the probability of completing the degree separately for domestic and international
students pre- and postextension, while panel (d) shows the corresponding difference-in-differences estimates for the probability.
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Figure 5. Hazard Function and Probability of Completing Traditional STEM Degree by Year since Enrolled for
Graduate Level (PhD Level)

Hazard Function (Completing Traditional STEM Degree)
(a) Hazard Function before and after OPT Extension (b) Difference-in-Difference Hazard Function

Probability of Completing Traditional STEM Degree by Year
(c) Before and after OPT Extension (d) Difference-in-Difference

Note: Estimated hazard and survivor probabilities are based on the specification of column 3 in table A5. Panel
(a) shows the hazard separately for domestic and international students pre- and postextension. Panel (b) shows the
difference-in-differences hazard rates that correspond to panel (a). Panel (c) shows the probability of completing the
degree separately for domestic and international students pre- and postextension, while panel (d) shows the corre-
sponding difference-in-differences estimates for the probability.
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Figure 6. Hazard Function for Completing Newly Added STEM Degree of International Students Relative to Do-
mestic Students by Year since Enrolled by Program Level

(a) Bachelor’s Degree

(b) Master’s Degree

(c) PhD Degree

Note: Estimated hazard rates are based on the specification of column 3 in tables A6, A7, and A8. Each panel shows the corresponding
program level. Each line show the estimation for the pre- and postextension, and each point shows the hazard rate difference between
international and domestic students.
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Table 1. Summary Statistics by Program Level

All Students International Native
Panel A: Bachelor’s Degree
Traditional STEM Fields

Share entered program 0.24 0.35 0.23
Female 0.31 0.30 0.31
Age at enrollment 18.7 19.6 18.7
Share completed degree 0.31 0.27 0.31
Years to complete degree 4.52 4.27 4.53

Newly Added STEM Fields
Share entered program 0.016 0.019 0.016
Female 0.39 0.37 0.39
Age at enrollment 20.7 22.1 20.6
Share completed degree 0.24 0.26 0.23
Years to complete degree 4.14 4.18 4.14

Observations 604,889 209,35 583,954
Panel B: Master’s Degree
Traditional STEM Fields

Share entered program 0.20 0.57 0.12
Female 0.32 0.33 0.30
Age at enrollment 25.0 23.9 26.2
Share completed degree 0.31 0.33 0.29
Years to complete degree 2.01 1.99 2.03

Newly Added STEM Fields
Share entered program 0.017 0.017 0.017
Female 0.56 0.38 0.57
Age at enrollment 29.0 27.8 29.1
Share completed degree 0.23 0.10 0.26
Years to complete degree 1.96 2 1.95

Observations 189,454 34,133 155,321
Panel C: Doctoral Degree
Traditional STEM Fields

Share entered program 0.35 0.58 0.18
Female 0.34 0.33 0.38
Age at enrollment 27.3 27.2 27.7
Share completed degree 0.48 0.52 0.39
Years to complete degree 4.86 4.90 4.77

Newly Added STEM Fields
Share entered program 0.045 0.054 0.037
Female 0.52 0.50 0.59
Age at enrollment 28.9 28.2 31.3
Share completed degree 0.38 0.48 0.23
Years to complete degree 5.08 5.25 4.55

Observations 12,079 5,317 6,762
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Table 2. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on Enrollment in Traditional STEM for Different Levels of Programs

Variables Bachelor’s Degree Master’s Degree PhD Degree
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

International student 0.00228 0.00196 -0.00368 -0.00338 -0.0131 -0.0124
(0.00573) (0.00578) (0.00393) (0.00392) (0.00886) (0.00889)

Post ’08 0.0154*** 0.0140*** 0.00126 5.55e-05 -0.000294 -0.00505
(0.00319) (0.00291) (0.00144) (0.00132) (0.00479) (0.00401)

International by post ’08 0.0182*** 0.0142** 0.00613* 0.00836** 0.00390 0.00684
(0.00567) (0.00632) (0.00344) (0.00386) (0.00810) (0.00755)

Post ’12 0.00371** 0.00135 0.00573
(0.00181) (0.00134) (0.00575)

International by post ’12 -0.00690 0.00434 0.00657
(0.00821) (0.00348) (0.00600)

Observations 604,889 604,889 189,454 189,454 12,079 12,079
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include field fixed
effects, field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects. Regressions are also clustered at the degree program level.

Table 3. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on Enrollment in Newly Added STEM for Different Levels of Programs

Variables Bachelor’s Degree Master’s Degree PhD Degree
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

International student 0.00224 0.00223 0.00746 0.00721 0.0313** 0.0306**
(0.00234) (0.00234) (0.00511) (0.00506) (0.0146) (0.0143)

Post ’08 0.00211* 0.00238* -0.00247* -0.00225* 0.000956 0.00203
(0.00120) (0.00124) (0.00126) (0.00136) (0.00433) (0.00381)

International by post ’08 -0.00122 -0.00204 -0.00946** -0.0112** -0.0176* -0.0207**
(0.00242) (0.00228) (0.00439) (0.00492) (0.00901) (0.0104)

Post ’12 -0.000518 0.000802 0.00414
(0.000701) (0.00154) (0.00450)

International by post ’12 -0.00134 -0.00334 -0.00683
(0.00189) (0.00357) (0.00547)

Observations 604,889 604,889 189,454 189,454 12,079 12,079
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include field fixed effects,
field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects. Regressions are also clustered at the degree program level.
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Table 4. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on the Completion of Traditional STEM Degree for Undergraduate Level

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International

2 1.23E-05 0.00194 0.000197 0.00205 2 6.35E-06 0.00189 0.000189 0.00186
(0.00016) (0.00148) (0.00016) (0.00148) (0.00016) (0.00153) (0.00016) (0.00153)

3 0.000987*** 0.00744*** 0.00133*** 0.00755*** 3 0.000977*** 0.00667*** 0.00131*** 0.00656***
(0.00018) (0.00165) (0.00018) (0.00165) (0.00018) (0.00176) (0.00018) (0.00176)

4 0.0190*** 0.0283*** 0.0194*** 0.0285*** 4 0.0190*** 0.0274*** 0.0194*** 0.0272***
(0.00020) (0.00192) (0.00020) (0.00192) (0.00020) (0.00204) (0.00020) (0.00204)

5–7 0.0433*** 0.0375*** 0.0439*** 0.0378*** 5–7 0.0433*** 0.0363*** 0.0439*** 0.0360***
(0.00027) (0.00258) (0.00027) (0.00258) (0.00027) (0.00271) (0.00027) (0.00271)

Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08

1 -0.00787*** -0.000711 -0.00925*** -0.00413*** 1 -0.00795*** 0.00248 -0.00943*** 0.000974
(0.00023) (0.00120) (0.00020) (0.00106) (0.00023) (0.00296) (0.00021) (0.00293)

2 -0.00735*** -0.000473 -0.00916*** -0.00497*** 2 -0.00742*** 0.0028 -0.00934*** 0.000965
(0.00024) (0.00157) (0.00021) (0.00134) (0.00024) (0.00315) (0.00022) (0.00306)

3 -0.00673*** -0.00177 -0.00851*** -0.00289* 3 -0.00680*** 0.00237 -0.00868*** 0.00408
(0.00025) (0.00187) (0.00022) (0.00154) (0.00025) (0.00333) (0.00022) (0.00317)

4 -0.00218*** -0.0121*** 0.00276*** -0.00803*** 4 -0.00225*** -0.00727** 0.00260*** -0.000183
(0.00027) (0.00236) (0.00024) (0.00188) (0.00027) (0.00362) (0.00024) (0.00335)

5–7 -0.000542 -0.0159*** 0.00958*** -0.00919*** 5–7 -0.000594* -0.0107** 0.00944*** -0.000297
(0.00035) (0.00356) (0.00031) (0.00272) (0.00035) (0.00445) (0.00031) (0.00387)

Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12 Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12

1 -0.00709*** -0.00524*** 1 -0.00715*** -0.00155
(0.00022) (0.00098) (0.00023) (0.00179)

2 -0.00730*** -0.00550*** 2 -0.00737*** -0.00165
(0.00025) (0.00124) (0.00025) (0.00197)

3 -0.00690*** -0.000189 3 -0.00697*** 0.00329
(0.00026) (0.00150) (0.00026) (0.00214)

4 0.00648*** 0.00281 4 0.00641*** 0.00613**
(0.00028) (0.00194) (0.00028) (0.00246)

5–7 0.0176*** 0.00171 5–7 0.0176*** 0.00579*
(0.00035) (0.00301) (0.00035) (0.00341)

School FE School FE
School-by-Year FE School-by-Year FE
School-by-International FE School-by-International FE
School-by-International-Year FE School-by-International-Year FE
Observations 5,434,682 5,434,682 Observations 5,434,682 5,434,682
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include gender-by-international fixed effects, enrollment-age-by-international fixed effects, field fixed effects, field-by-international fixed effects, and field-by-year fixed effects.
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Table 5. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on First-Term GPA among Students in Traditional STEM for Different
Levels of Programs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables Bachelor’s Degree Master’s Degree PhD Degree
International student 0.144*** 0.144*** -0.0827*** -0.0840*** -0.0862*** -0.0878***

(0.0128) (0.0128) (0.0064) (0.0064) (0.0098) (0.0098)
Post ’08 -0.111*** -0.101*** -0.00223 0.0041 -0.0594*** -0.0338***

(0.0028) (0.0028) (0.0063) (0.0060) (0.0126) (0.0116)
International by post ’08 -0.0366** -0.0835*** 0.0145* 0.00532 0.0924*** 0.0588***

(0.0150) (0.0137) (0.0082) (0.0073) (0.0137) (0.0123)
Post ’12 -0.0923*** -0.00213 0.0530***

(0.0028) (0.0060) (0.0136)
International by post ’12 -0.0568*** -0.0182** -0.0817***

(0.0101) (0.0072) (0.0149)
Observations 604,889 604,889 189,454 189,454 12,079 12,079
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include field fixed effects,
field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects.

Table 6. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on First-Term GPA among Students in Newly Added STEM for Different
Levels of Programs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Variables Bachelor’s Degree Master’s Degree PhD Degree
International student 0.0444 0.0527 -0.03 -0.0349 -0.0423 -0.0453

(0.0716) (0.0717) (0.0218) (0.0217) (0.0295) (0.0294)
Post ’08 -0.104*** -0.0920*** 0.015 0.0245 -0.0792** -0.0634*

(0.0143) (0.0143) (0.0159) (0.0157) (0.0381) (0.0356)
International by post ’08 0.186** 0.0859 0.0630** -0.00253 0.0327 0.00485

(0.0804) (0.0753) (0.0315) (0.0265) (0.0405) (0.0367)
Post ’12 -0.0976*** 0.018 -0.00798

(0.0152) (0.0164) (0.0409)
International by post ’12 -0.130*** -0.118*** -0.104**

(0.0472) (0.0307) (0.0461)
Observations 604,889 604,889 189,454 189,454 12,079 12,079
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include field fixed
effects, field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects.
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Table 7. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on Last-Term GPA among Students Who Completed Traditional STEM for
Different Levels of Programs

Variables Bachelor’s Degree Master’s Degree PhD Degree
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

International student 0.0279** 0.0244* -0.0383*** -0.0398*** 0.00874 0.00878
(0.0136) (0.0136) (0.00525) (0.00523) (0.0199) (0.0200)

Post ’08 -0.0338*** -0.0753*** -0.000550 8.12e-05 -0.0265 -0.0428*
(0.00405) (0.00368) (0.00348) (0.00331) (0.0228) (0.0225)

International by post ’08 -0.0212 -0.0319** -0.0290*** -0.0407*** -0.0366 -0.0576**
(0.0156) (0.0150) (0.00676) (0.00613) (0.0266) (0.0262)

Post ’12 0.0915*** 0.00776** 0.172***
(0.00373) (0.00338) (0.0278)

International by post ’12 -0.0353*** -0.0249*** -0.0917**
(0.0135) (0.00608) (0.0371)

Observations 604,889 604,889 189,454 189,454 12,079 12,079
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include field fixed
effects, field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects. Regressions are also clustered at the degree program level.

Table 8. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on the Last-Term GPA among Students Who Completed Newly Added
STEM for Different Levels of Programs

Variables Bachelor’s Degree Master’s Degree PhD Degree
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

International student 0.00224 0.00223 0.00746 0.00721 0.0313** 0.0306**
(0.00234) (0.00234) (0.00511) (0.00506) (0.0146) (0.0143)

Post ’08 0.00211* 0.00238* -0.00247* -0.00225* 0.000956 0.00203
(0.00120) (0.00124) (0.00126) (0.00136) (0.00433) (0.00381)

International by post ’08 -0.00122 -0.00204 -0.00946** -0.0112** -0.0176* -0.0207**
(0.00242) (0.00228) (0.00439) (0.00492) (0.00901) (0.0104)

Post ’12 -0.000518 0.000802 0.00414
(0.000701) (0.00154) (0.00450)

International by post ’12 -0.00134 -0.00334 -0.00683
(0.00189) (0.00357) (0.00547)

Observations 604,889 604,889 189,454 189,454 12,079 12,079
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include field fixed effects,
field-by-year fixed effects, school fixed effects, and school-by-year fixed effects. Regressions are also clustered at the degree program level.
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Table A1. Completion of Traditional STEM Degree by Year in School and Degree Levels

All International Native

Year in School N Proportion N Proportion N Proportion
Panel A: Bachelor’s Degree

1 1,410,583 0.000021 47,361 0 1,363,222 0.000021
2 1,077,285 0.00034 30,629 0.0013 1,046,656 0.00031
3 968,466 0.0014 23,428 0.0097 945,038 0.0012
4 827,309 0.027 15,432 0.053 811,877 0.027

5–7 465,720 0.056 7,022 0.091 458,698 0.056
Panel B: Master’s Degree

1 524,451 0.0039 90,136 0.0082 434,315 0.0030
2 247,940 0.029 34,999 0.13 212,941 0.012

3–4 85,704 0.031 6,814 0.15 78,890 0.020
Panel C: PhD Degree

1 167,001 0.027 51,604 0.039 115,397 0.022
2 90,674 0.028 33,965 0.040 56,709 0.021
3 61,136 0.028 25,089 0.040 36,047 0.021
4 40,837 0.043 17,876 0.059 22,961 0.030
5 23,372 0.064 10,077 0.090 13,295 0.044
6 11,100 0.070 4,420 0.11 6,680 0.044

7–9 9,685 0.046 2,865 0.090 6,820 0.027

Table A2. Completion of Newly Added STEM Degree by Year in School and Degree Levels

All International Native

Year in School N Proportion N Proportion N Proportion
Panel A: Bachelor’s Degree

1 1,410,583 0.00000071 47,361 0 1,363,222 0.00000073
2 1,077,285 0.000015 30,629 0 1,046,656 0.000015
3 968,466 0.00040 23,428 0.00047 945,038 0.00040
4 827,309 0.0013 15,432 0.0020 811,877 0.0013

5–7 465,720 0.0022 7,022 0.0040 458,698 0.0022
Panel B: Master’s Degree

1 524,451 0.00029 90,136 0.00024 434,315 0.00030
2 247,940 0.0022 34,999 0.0031 212,941 0.0021

3–4 85,704 0.0026 6,814 0.0044 78,890 0.0024
Panel C: PhD Degree

1 167,001 0.0014 51,604 0.00085 115,397 0.0017
2 90,674 0.0014 33,965 0.0014 56,709 0.0014
3 61,136 0.0018 25,089 0.0018 36,047 0.0017
4 40,837 0.0034 17,876 0.0043 22,961 0.0027
5 23,372 0.0068 10,077 0.0097 13,295 0.0047
6 11,100 0.0079 4,420 0.013 6,680 0.0046

7–9 9,685 0.0055 2,865 0.013 6,820 0.0023
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Table A3. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on the Completion of Traditional STEM Degree for Graduate Level (Master’s Degree)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International

2 0.00670*** 0.0446*** 0.00662*** 0.0447*** 2 0.00677*** 0.0430*** 0.00675*** 0.0433***
(0.00040) (0.00101) (0.00040) (0.00101) (0.00040) (0.00103) (0.00040) (0.00103)

3–4 0.0126*** 0.133*** 0.0125*** 0.133*** 3–4 0.0128*** 0.130*** 0.0127*** 0.130***
(0.00061) (0.00200) (0.00061) (0.00201) (0.00061) (0.00203) (0.00061) (0.00204)

Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08

1 -0.00377*** -0.0167*** -0.00679*** -0.0345*** 1 -0.00262*** -0.00484** -0.00453*** -0.0348***
(0.00051) (0.00094) (0.00048) (0.00079) (0.00053) (0.00242) (0.00050) (0.00239)

2 -0.00263*** 0.000781 -0.00253*** 0.0673*** 2 -0.00155** 0.0140*** -0.000424 0.0675***
(0.00062) (0.00148) (0.00056) (0.00119) (0.00064) (0.00263) (0.00058) (0.00253)

3–4 -0.00167* -0.0292*** 0.00194** -0.0305*** 3–4 -0.000694 -0.0145*** 0.00392*** -0.0269***
(0.00093) (0.00307) (0.00080) (0.00255) (0.00094) (0.00378) (0.00081) (0.00341)

Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12 Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12

1 -0.00235*** -0.0257*** 1 -0.00150*** -0.0450***
(0.00047) (0.00098) (0.00048) (0.00220)

2 0.00310*** 0.106*** 2 0.00393*** 0.0863***
(0.00061) (0.00150) (0.00062) (0.00251)

3–4 0.00950*** 0.000321 3–4 0.0104*** -0.0183***
(0.00096) (0.00328) (0.00096) (0.00386)

School FE School FE
School-by-Year FE School-by-Year FE
School-by-International FE School-by-International FE
School-by-International-Year FE School-by-International-Year FE
Observations 1,014,027 1,014,027 Observations 1,014,027 1,014,027
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include gender-by-international fixed effects, enrollment-age-by-international fixed effects, field fixed effects, field-by-international fixed effects, and field-by-year fixed effects.
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Table A4. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on the Completion of Traditional STEM Degree for Graduate Level (PhD Degree)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International

2 1.79E-05 0.000292 -0.000256 0.000304 2 -0.000421 0.000845 -0.000558 0.000997
(0.00181) (0.00260) (0.00181) (0.00260) (0.00182) (0.00264) (0.00181) (0.00264)

3 0.00991*** 0.0156*** 0.00941*** 0.0155*** 3 0.00911*** 0.0166*** 0.00887*** 0.0169***
(0.00206) (0.00289) (0.00206) (0.00289) (0.00207) (0.00296) (0.00206) (0.00296)

4 0.0128*** 0.0218*** 0.0121*** 0.0217*** 4 0.0117*** 0.0219*** 0.0114*** 0.0222***
(0.00260) (0.00351) (0.00259) (0.00351) (0.00261) (0.00361) (0.00260) (0.00360)

5 0.0220*** 0.0488*** 0.0212*** 0.0486*** 5 0.0207*** 0.0485*** 0.0203*** 0.0489***
(0.00345) (0.00458) (0.00344) (0.00458) (0.00346) (0.00469) (0.00345) (0.00468)

6 0.0304*** 0.0688*** 0.0293*** 0.0686*** 6 0.0287*** 0.0684*** 0.0282*** 0.0689***
(0.00497) (0.00697) (0.00496) (0.00697) (0.00498) (0.00708) (0.00497) (0.00707)

7–9 0.0339*** 0.0836*** 0.0325*** 0.0835*** 7–9 0.0317*** 0.0870*** 0.0310*** 0.0877***
(0.00644) (0.01040) (0.00643) (0.01040) (0.00645) (0.01050) (0.00643) (0.01050)

Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08

1 0.00446* -0.00755** 0.000894 -0.0116*** 1 -2.71E-05 0.0072 -0.00306 0.00437
(0.00229) (0.00301) (0.00200) (0.00253) (0.00250) (0.00501) (0.00221) (0.00473)

2 0.00402* -0.00649** 0.000834 -0.0111*** 2 -9.76E-05 0.00776 -0.00278 0.00423
(0.00244) (0.00331) (0.00213) (0.00280) (0.00260) (0.00513) (0.00230) (0.00482)

3 0.00159 -0.0133*** 0.000525 -0.00997*** 3 -0.00214 0.000105 -0.0029 0.00409
(0.00272) (0.00371) (0.00237) (0.00313) (0.00284) (0.00535) (0.00251) (0.00497)

4 -0.00228 -0.000862 -0.0018 -0.00229 4 -0.00562 0.0126** -0.00511* 0.0121**
(0.00336) (0.00449) (0.00293) (0.00384) (0.00344) (0.00585) (0.00303) (0.00541)

5 -0.00251 -0.00389 0.000131 -0.00432 5 -0.00562 0.00948 -0.00302 0.0104
(0.00436) (0.00581) (0.00384) (0.00506) (0.00441) (0.00687) (0.00391) (0.00630)

6 -0.00481 -0.0196** 0.00723 -0.00791 6 -0.00763 -0.00578 0.0043 0.00729
(0.00613) (0.00855) (0.00548) (0.00768) (0.00616) (0.00932) (0.00552) (0.00857)

7–9 -0.00757 -0.00461 -0.00855 -0.011 5–7 -0.00991 0.00537 -0.0112* 0.00031
(0.00731) (0.01180) (0.00676) (0.01100) (0.00732) (0.01230) (0.00679) (0.01160)

Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12 Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12

1 0.00187 -0.00729** 1 -0.00138 -0.00436
(0.00232) (0.00320) (0.00244) (0.00470)

2 0.00211 -0.00833** 2 -0.00103 -0.00543
(0.00249) (0.00352) (0.00259) (0.00491)

3 0.00561** 0.00548 3 0.00243 0.00791
(0.00270) (0.00385) (0.00280) (0.00513)

4 0.00794** -0.00286 4 0.00456 0.000203
(0.00318) (0.00442) (0.00327) (0.00559)

5 0.0114*** -0.00078 5 0.00813** 0.00329
(0.00387) (0.00538) (0.00394) (0.00639)

6 0.0279*** 0.0271*** 6 0.0245*** 0.0317***
(0.00506) (0.00727) (0.00512) (0.00805)

7–9 0.00395 -0.0131 7–9 0.000735 -0.00853
(0.00482) (0.00796) (0.00488) (0.00868)

School FE School FE
School-by-Year FE School-by-Year FE
School-by-International FE School-by-International FE
School-by-International-Year FE School-by-International-Year FE
Observations 140,751 140,751 Observations 140,751 140,751
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include gender-by-international fixed effects, enrollment-age-by-foreign fixed effects, field fixed effects, field-by-international fixed effects, and field-by-year fixed effects.
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Table A5. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on the Completion of Newly Added STEM Degree for Undergraduate Level

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International

2 2.36E-05 7.75E-05 3.48E-05 8.27E-05 2 2.32E-05 0.000114 3.44E-05 0.000112
(0.00004) (0.00034) (0.00004) (0.00034) (0.00004) (0.00035) (0.00004) (0.00035)

3 0.000610*** 5.17E-06 0.000631*** 9.47E-06 3 0.000609*** 5.00E-05 0.000630*** 4.11E-05
(0.00004) (0.00038) (0.00004) (0.00038) (0.00004) (0.00040) (0.00004) (0.00040)

4 0.00104*** -0.000406 0.00107*** -0.000401 4 0.00104*** -0.000363 0.00107*** -0.000378
(0.00005) (0.00044) (0.00005) (0.00044) (0.00005) (0.00047) (0.00005) (0.00047)

5–7 0.00226*** 0.00242*** 0.00229*** 0.00243*** 5–7 0.00225*** 0.00238*** 0.00229*** 0.00235***
(0.00006) (0.00059) (0.00006) (0.00059) (0.00006) (0.00062) (0.00006) (0.00062)

Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08

1 -0.000271*** 3.18E-05 -0.000291*** -0.000102 1 -0.000274*** -0.000112 -0.000295*** -0.000317
(0.00005) (0.00028) (0.00005) (0.00024) (0.00005) (0.00068) (0.00005) (0.00067)

2 -0.000318*** 1.42E-06 -0.000343*** -0.000187 2 -0.000320*** -0.000158 -0.000347*** -0.000397
(0.00006) (0.00036) (0.00005) (0.00031) (0.00006) (0.00072) (0.00005) (0.00070)

3 -0.000585*** 0.000286 -0.000648*** 5.41E-05 3 -0.000588*** 0.000192 -0.000652*** -0.000106
(0.00006) (0.00043) (0.00005) (0.00035) (0.00006) (0.00077) (0.00005) (0.00073)

4 -9.58E-05 0.000205 0.000184*** 0.00108** 4 -9.83E-05 0.000127 0.000180*** 0.000955
(0.00006) (0.00054) (0.00006) (0.00043) (0.00006) (0.00083) (0.00006) (0.00077)

5–7 -0.000700*** -0.00255*** -0.000459*** -0.000909 5–7 -0.000701*** -0.00252** -0.000461*** -0.000886
(0.00008) (0.00082) (0.00007) (0.00062) (0.00008) (0.00102) (0.00007) (0.00089)

Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12 Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12

1 -0.000339*** -0.000182 1 -0.000339*** -0.00015
(0.00005) (0.00023) (0.00005) (0.00041)

2 -0.000314*** -0.000218 2 -0.000315*** -0.000177
(0.00006) (0.00029) (0.00006) (0.00045)

3 -0.000367*** -0.000234 3 -0.000368*** -0.000232
(0.00006) (0.00034) (0.00006) (0.00049)

4 0.000317*** 0.00104** 4 0.000316*** 0.00106*
(0.00006) (0.00045) (0.00006) (0.00056)

5–7 0.000276*** 0.00200*** 5–7 0.000276*** 0.00206***
(0.00008) (0.00069) (0.00008) (0.00078)

School FE School FE
School-by-Year FE School-by-Year FE
School-by-International FE School-by-International FE
School-by-International-Year FE School-by-International-Year FE
Observations 5,434,682 5,434,682 Observations 5,434,682 5,434,682
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include gender-by-international fixed effects, enrollment-age-by-international fixed effects, field fixed effects, field-by-international fixed effects, and field-by-year fixed effects.
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Table A6. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on the Completion of Newly Added STEM Degree for Graduate Level (Master’s Degree)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International

2 0.000829*** -4.85E-05 0.000823*** -4.51E-05 2 0.000801*** 0.000234 0.000796*** 0.000242
(0.00012) (0.00030) (0.00012) (0.00030) (0.00012) (0.00031) (0.00012) (0.00031)

3–4 0.00164*** 0.00354*** 0.00163*** 0.00354*** 3–4 0.00160*** 0.00408*** 0.00158*** 0.00409***
(0.00018) (0.00059) (0.00018) (0.00059) (0.00018) (0.00060) (0.00018) (0.00060)

Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08

1 -0.000844*** -0.000258 -0.000987*** -0.000615*** 1 -0.000941*** 4.05E-05 -0.00110*** -0.000208
(0.00015) (0.00028) (0.00014) (0.00024) (0.00016) (0.00072) (0.00015) (0.00071)

2 0.000636*** -0.000502 0.000763*** 0.00045 2 0.000572*** -0.000435 0.000686*** 0.000515
(0.00019) (0.00044) (0.00017) (0.00035) (0.00019) (0.00078) (0.00017) (0.00075)

3–4 -0.000181 -0.00113 1.56E-05 -0.00307*** 3–4 -0.000215 -0.0015 -1.39E-05 -0.00341***
(0.00028) (0.00091) (0.00024) (0.00075) (0.00028) (0.00112) (0.00024) (0.00101)

Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12 Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12

1 2.38E-05 -0.000602** 1 -4.29E-05 -0.00167**
(0.00014) (0.00029) (0.00014) (0.00065)

2 0.000497*** 0.00141*** 2 0.000441** 0.000192
(0.00018) (0.00045) (0.00018) (0.00074)

3–4 0.000622** -0.00371*** 3–4 0.000599** -0.00485***
(0.00028) (0.00097) (0.00029) (0.00115)

School FE School FE
School-by-Year FE School-by-Year FE
School-by-International FE School-by-International FE
School-by-International-Year FE School-by-International-Year FE
Observations 1,014,027 1,014,027 Observations 1,014,027 1,014,027
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include gender-by-international fixed effects, enrollment-age-by-international fixed effects, field fixed effects, field-by-international fixed effects, and field-by-year fixed effects.
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Table A7. Estimates of the Effect of OPT Extension on the Completion of Newly Added STEM Degree for Graduate Level (PhD Degree)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International Tenure Tenure by International

2 -2.00E-05 -6.07E-05 -3.55E-05 -6.22E-05 2 -8.80E-06 1.32E-05 6.82E-07 7.78E-06
(0.00057) (0.00082) (0.00057) (0.00082) (0.00057) (0.00083) (0.00057) (0.00083)

3 0.00116* -8.41E-05 0.00113* -9.61E-05 3 0.00117* 3.29E-05 0.00118* 2.33E-05
(0.00065) (0.00090) (0.00064) (0.00090) (0.00065) (0.00093) (0.00065) (0.00093)

4 0.00202** -0.000864 0.00198** -0.000886 4 0.00201** -0.00063 0.00203** -0.000641
(0.00081) (0.00110) (0.00081) (0.00110) (0.00082) (0.00113) (0.00081) (0.00113)

5 0.000757 0.0114*** 0.000717 0.0114*** 5 0.000793 0.0116*** 0.000823 0.0116***
(0.00108) (0.00143) (0.00108) (0.00143) (0.00108) (0.00147) (0.00108) (0.00146)

6 0.00158 0.0102*** 0.00153 0.0101*** 6 0.00162 0.0107*** 0.00166 0.0107***
(0.00156) (0.00218) (0.00155) (0.00218) (0.00156) (0.00222) (0.00155) (0.00221)

7–9 0.00261 0.00812** 0.00255 0.00807** 7–9 0.00269 0.00761** 0.00275 0.00759**
(0.00201) (0.00325) (0.00201) (0.00325) (0.00202) (0.00330) (0.00201) (0.00329)

Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08 Tenure by Post ’08 Tenure by International by Post ’08

1 -0.000296 5.00E-05 -0.000686 -4.35E-05 1 -0.000368 0.00115 -0.000445 0.000642
(0.00072) (0.00094) (0.00063) (0.00079) (0.00078) (0.00157) (0.00069) (0.00148)

2 -0.000127 -9.67E-05 -0.000419 -0.000301 2 -0.000222 0.00104 -0.000226 0.000373
(0.00076) (0.00104) (0.00067) (0.00088) (0.00081) (0.00161) (0.00072) (0.00151)

3 -0.000387 -0.000825 -0.00103 -0.000374 3 -0.000478 0.000175 -0.000848 0.000261
(0.00085) (0.00116) (0.00074) (0.00098) (0.00089) (0.00167) (0.00078) (0.00156)

4 -0.00173 0.00330** -0.00111 0.00248** 4 -0.00179* 0.00416** -0.000925 0.00299*
(0.00105) (0.00140) (0.00092) (0.00120) (0.00108) (0.00183) (0.00095) (0.00169)

5 0.00135 -0.00492*** 0.000669 -0.00398** 5 0.00125 -0.00405* 0.000787 -0.00351*
(0.00136) (0.00182) (0.00120) (0.00158) (0.00138) (0.00215) (0.00122) (0.00197)

6 0.00143 -0.00261 0.00227 -0.00173 6 0.00131 -0.00212 0.00237 -0.00156
(0.00192) (0.00268) (0.00171) (0.00240) (0.00193) (0.00292) (0.00173) (0.00268)

7–9 -0.00137 -0.000152 -0.00157 0.00581* 5–7 -0.00151 0.00146 -0.00157 0.00712*
(0.00229) (0.00369) (0.00212) (0.00344) (0.00229) (0.00386) (0.00212) (0.00363)

Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12 Tenure by Post ’12 Tenure by International by Post ’12

1 -0.00031 9.92E-05 1 -0.000353 -0.000486
(0.00073) (0.00100) (0.00076) (0.00147)

2 -0.000161 -0.000107 2 -0.000196 -0.000802
(0.00078) (0.00110) (0.00081) (0.00154)

3 -0.000805 0.00105 3 -0.000851 0.000545
(0.00085) (0.00120) (0.00088) (0.00161)

4 0.00146 -0.00126 4 0.00138 -0.00173
(0.00100) (0.00138) (0.00102) (0.00175)

5 -0.000848 0.00186 5 -0.000949 0.00135
(0.00121) (0.00168) (0.00123) (0.00200)

6 0.00184 0.00226 6 0.00174 0.00188
(0.00159) (0.00228) (0.00160) (0.00252)

7–9 -4.45E-05 0.0119*** 7–9 -0.000191 0.0116***
(0.00151) (0.00249) (0.00153) (0.00272)

School FE School FE
School-by-Year FE School-by-Year FE
School-by-International FE School-by-International FE
School-by-International-Year FE School-by-International-Year FE
Observations 140,751 140,751 Observations 140,751 140,751
Standard errors are in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Controls included in the regressions are individual demographics fixed effects (gender and age of enrollment). All regressions include gender-by-international fixed effects, enrollment-age-by-international fixed effects, field fixed effects, field-by-international fixed effects, and field-by-year fixed effects.
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